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Computer Workstation Solutions

CF Series Workstation

The CF series all laminate workstation is a great solution for any 
computer classroom. The stations are designed to link together to 
form rows using starter and add on stations, sharing components 
saves space and cost.  Laminate leg assemblies have a durable metal 
base and are constructed from 1" panels laminated on both sides. 
Laminate work surfaces feature a 11⁄4" thick high pressure laminated 
MDF core with Polyurea spray applied Armor Edging. Full width wire 
management trays are accessible from the top and underside of the 
station to conveniently store power and data cabling.
Our CFC series adds a desktop carrel that provides a private and 
quiet work space for students. The carrel top provides 14"h side and 
back panels and is designed to link together just like the standard CF 
series. 

Model Number Model Number Size  

 Starter Add-On D x W x H

 CF -2430.S CF-2430.A 24" x 30" x 29"
 CF-2436.S CF-2436.A 24" x 36" x 29"
 CF-2442.S CF-2442.A 24" x 42" x 29"
 CF-2448.S CF-2448.A 24" x 48" x 29"
 CF-2460.S CF-2460.A 24" x 60" x 29"
    
 CF-3030.S CF-3030.A 30" x 30" x 29"
 CF-3036.S CF-3036.A 30" x 36" x 29"
 CF-3042.S CF-3042.A 30" x 42" x 29"
 CF-3048.S CF-3048.A 30" x 48" x 29"
 CF-3060.S CF-3060.A 30" x 60" x 29" 

Preferred Accessories

AC Outlet/ 
Data

CPU Rack

CPU

Storage Casters

Starter Add-On

shown with optional accessories shown with optional accessories

*When adding carrel option, alter model number. Example: CFC-2430.S 

CFC Carrel Station

Popular Laminate 
& Metal Finishes
WCG WCC

CEG CEC

SRI Series Flip Desk

     
Model Number       

  Description      Size 

Flip Top        D x W x H 
 SRI-2642-29-1-FLP   Single Station w/ Flip Top      26" x 42"x 28"
SRI-2652-29-1-FLP   Single Station w/ Flip Top      26" x 52"x 28"
 SRI-2672-29-2-FLP   Dbl Station w/ Dual Flip Top      26" x 72"x 28"
     
Standard Top 
SRI-2642-29-1   Single Station - No Flip Top       26" x 42"x 28"
SRI-2652-29-1   Single Station - No Flip Top       26" x 52"x 28"
SRI-2672-29-2   Double Station - No Flip Top      26" x 72"x 28"

The SRI flip top computer workstation offers a simple and clean 
solution for multi-purpose classrooms. The flip up monitor design 
stores a flat panel monitor out of sight when not in use. This allows 
the work surface to be clear for writing and lecture. To expose the 
monitor simply extend the keyboard and the monitor rotates up, 
push the keyboard back in and the monitor returns to its closed 
position. The station is complete with a wire management tray to 
solve the problem of unsightly power and data cables. All welded 
base frame components and heavy gauge steel panels, 1" thick 
laminate work surfaces, and our durable Armor Edging form a 
superior work station. Height dimension listed is to bottom of work 
surface, for overall working height add 1" for thickness of top. A 
non-flip top standard work surface is also available.

Hidden Monitor View


